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ORAL ORDER

     1.	Heard learned  counsel  for  the petitioner.  The

     petitioner challenges the empanelment of  the  respondent

     No.3  in the selection list for being appointed as Deputy

     Town Planner in pursuance of post advertised  by  Gujarat

     Public Service Commission vide Annexure `A'.

    

     2.	The  petitioner's  contentions  are   two   fold.

     Firstly,  that  the  respondent No.3 who was working on a

     lower post in  the  Town  Planning  Department  than  the

     petitioner  was working and was not holding the requisite

     qualification of experience on  a  responsible  post  has

     been selected  in  preference  to the petitioner.  It was

     pointed out that the respondent  No.3  was  appointed  in

     Class  III  post  of  the Town Planning Department on 3rd

     September 1991, whereas the petitioner was  appointed  as

     Class II  Officer.    The  selection  was  for  a Class I

     Officer.   So  far  as  the   educational   qualification

     required  for  the appointment on the post in question is

     concerned, it is not disputed that both the petitioner as

     well  as  the  respondent  No.3  fulfills  the  requisite

     qualification.

    

     3.	The advertisement as well as the rules  governing

     the recruitment to the post of Dy.  Town Planner requires

     that  the applicant must have about 5 years experience in

     Town  Planning  on  a  responsible  post   gained   after

     obtaining    the    qualifications   specified   in   the

     qualification provision.  The fact  that  the  respondent



     No.3  is working in Town Planning Department after he has

     obtained the requisite qualification is not  in  dispute.

     In  that  view  of  the matter, for the selection held in

     1999, it cannot be said that the respondent No.3 did  not

     have   the  experience  of  work  in  the  Town  Planning

     Department of about 5 years.  In fact, he is  working  in

     the Town  Planning department for almost 8 years.  So far

     as the fact that petitioner is working on a  higher  post

     than  the  respondent  No.3,  it  is  irrelevant  for the

     purpose  of  evaluation  of  merit  in  an  open   market

     selection  held  by  the  GPSC for filling in the post by

     direct recruit.  Any person whether working on  a  higher

     post  or lower post, if qualified and otherwise eligible,

     is equally entitled to be considered for such  selection.

     The direct recruitment process cannot be equated with the

     process  of  promotion  so as to examine whether a person

     working on a lower post can be  directly  promoted  to  a

     higher post by jumping over the intermediatory post.

    

     4.	The   other  contention  raised  by  the  learned

     counsel for the petitioner is that  the  constitution  of

     the  selection committee which interviewed the candidates

     for the post was vitiated, because, one  Mr.K.M.Shah  was

     deputed  by  the  respondent  No.1  to participate in the

     proceedings who was undergoing  a  departmental  enquiry.

     Firstly,  no  such  statutory  inhibition  is pointed out

     under which a person facing the departmental  inquiry  in

     no  circumstances  could have been deputed to be a member

     of the selection committee of the  GPSC.    Secondly,  no

     case  of  bias  towards  any  of  the applicants has been

     alleged against any  of  the  members  of  the  selection

     committee including  said K.N.Shah.  The authority of the

     State Government to  depute  a  suitable  person  on  the

     selection committee from the Department is not disputed.

    

     5.	In the circumstances, there is no  merit  in  the

     second contention also.

    

     6.	The  petition  therefore  fails  and  is   hereby

     dismissed summarily.

    

    

     NOVEMBER 03, 1999		[ RAJESH BALIA, J. ]
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